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Erev Rosh HaShanah – 5775 

Rabbi Jay TelRav 

Temple Sinai, Stamford, CT 

 

Six Little Words 

 Gut Yontiv, 

Tonight I’ll be talking, at great length, about the topic of brevity.  My 

comments tonight are inspired by and based on some thoughts that I 

shared with my congregation several years ago in Denver.  I was recently 

walking through Trader Joe’s with my ten-month old daughter, Nili, and she 

was pointing and chirping to let me know where she wanted me to take her.  

It was the most wonderful system.  She was making herself perfectly 

understood and I was responding to exactly what she wanted when she 

wanted it.  There is something about the perfection and simplicity of a 

communication, at its most basic, that appeals to us.  It could be why the 

expression, “Dear God, Get to the point!” sounds so natural in our ears.  

When a story is dragging on, we might encourage the teller to get to the 

important part at the end of a story so that we might determine whether it 

holds value and relevance to our lives.  That way, if it does not, we might 

avoid wasting our precious time.  I could imagine that there are some of 

you here who might have been muttering those six little words already 

tonight about my sermon.   

But we do like seeing how fast we can skip to the end.  Think about 

game shows like Wheel of fortune.  Contestants test how quickly their brain 

can fill in the blank letters so we can all find out what is behind the boxes.  

And, of course, how about Name that Tune.  We get so excited to be able 

to identify a tune as efficiently as possible.  By the way, six little notes 
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tonight might get you: (the rabbi hummed the first six notes of Avinu 

Malkeinu).   

 In 1965, all television commercials were 60 seconds long.  It reminds 

me of the statement attributed to Henry Ford in the early days of the 

production of the Model T – he used to say, “you can get it in any color you 

want…as long as it is black.”  60 second commercials were all that were 

offered – a holdover from the traditions of the radio era.  By 1970, the 30 

second spot had been introduced and represented ¼ of all commercials.   

By 1985, 10% of ads only lasted 15 seconds and by the new millennium, 

there were a surprising number of 10 second ads.1  And, do you recall, a 

few years ago, one company tried out the one-second ad to get our 

attention during the Superbowl!   

There is an interesting prayer in our siddur, Mishkan Tefilah, about 

efficiency of words – it asks: how many commandments are sufficient to 

communicate the essence of Judaism?  Then come various responses to 

that question from a few of our greatest teachers.  The great rabbis taught 

that the essence of Judaism can be articulated through the 613 

commandments of the Torah.  The prophet, Micah said, “you don’t need 

613, three are really all you need – Do justly, love mercy and walk humbly 

with your God.”2  Isaiah said, “I can do you one better!  I’ll get to the heart 

of the matter in just two: Keep Justice and Righteousness.”3  Akiva said, 

 
1 Based on the published statistics of TV Basics Network.  September 13, 2009. 
http://www.tvb.org/rcentral/mediatrendstrack/tvbasics/26_Net_TV_Activity.asp 
2 Micah ref. 
3 Isaiah ref 
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“naw, you can do your Judaism in one simple thought: Love your neighbor 

as yourself.”4   

Many of you will have heard the story of the non-Jew who 

approached our great Rabbi Hillel.  “Teach me the whole Torah while 

standing on one foot and I will convert to your religion.” He said.  He was 

asking for proof that our religion had something of value to offer his life and 

the sage, Hillel, answered him, “What is hateful to you, do not do to others.  

The rest,” Hillel said, “is commentary: you must go and study it.”  This 

satisfied the need of the other and, we are told, he converted.5  If I asked 

you to name Judaism’s most basic tenet, I believe more than a few of you 

would produce the watchword of our faith.  I expect that it would sound like: 

 Hear O Israel, Adonai is our God, Adonai is – שמע ישראל יי אלהינו יי אחד

one.6  In six little Hebrew words, we gain a sense of belonging to a nation 

of Israel, we are taught of the One-ness of God and of our personal and 

collective relationship with God.  Many would say that there is nothing, 

beyond the Sh’ma, that is needed to communicate the essence of Judaism. 

 I have a question for the Teachers gathered here, this evening: when 

you assign your students an essay, what is the first question they will ask?  

“How long do you want it?”  They might assume that writing a shorter essay 

would be easier than writing a long one.  That seems logical - Writing one 

page is work so writing three pages is much more work and why would you 

want to do that if you did not have to? 

 
4 Akiba ref 
5 Based on Our Rabbis Taught.  Mishkan Tefillah – A Reform Siddur, URJ Press:New York.  p.457. 
6 The English Translation of the Sh’ma – one of the most central prayers of the liturgy. 
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Many of you will recognize one of my favorite quotes attributed to 

Blaise Pascal, the 17th century mathematician and philosopher, who said, "I 

didn't have time to write a short letter, so I wrote a long one instead."7  For 

proof of the truth in these words, let us turn to the college students among 

us and ask them: “When you were writing your entrance essays for school, 

and you had a 1000 word limit, and your first draft came out to be 1300 

words, how easy was it to cut out those extra 300 words without impacting 

the integrity of your composition?”  Not easy. 

 It seems that, as efficiency in words has become recognized for the 

skill it demands, a new genre of writing has developed in an organic, web-

based way – it is known as Flash Fiction.  It is an aptly named writing style 

in which a complete story is told in as short a format as possible.  Some 

authors limit themselves to 1000 words and others to as few as 300.  Many 

well-known authors including Kurt Vonnegut, Ray Bradbury and Franz 

Kafka have taken a stab at it but, one of the most famous legends about 

Flash Fiction is told about Ernest Hemmingway.  Probably apocryphally, 

Hemmingway was lunching at The Algonquin with a number of writers who 

were discussing the emerging art of the short story.  He claimed that he 

could write a complete story that was only six words long. Of course, the 

other writers balked. Hemingway told each of them to put ten dollars in the 

middle of the table as a bet.  This was no small amount in the 1920s and 

he quickly wrote six words down on a napkin and passed it around; The 

words were, “FOR SALE, BABY SHOES, NEVER WORN.”  

 
7 Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) French scientist, mathematician, physicist, philosopher, moralist & writer 
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It is astounding how much is contained in those six little words.  

There is enough uncertainty to force us to fill in the blanks and yet, plenty 

of detail to know that this is not a happy story and that something went very 

wrong – baby shoes are not meant to remain unworn.  Anyone who is a 

parent or who has a parent can relate to the sense of dread in this story.  

FOR SALE, BABY SHOES, NEVER WORN. 

Each of us has a story - the story of our self – our memoir.  It is such 

an intriguing concept that when Smith magazine published an online 

request for personal memoirs written in 6 words, they received thousands 

of responses.  They compiled some of the best of these autobiographies in 

6 words and published them in the book, appropriately titled, Not quite 

What I was Planning.  How would a person summarize themselves in a 6-

word memoir?  A few of my favorites out of that collection are: 

“Found True love after nine months.”8  We all know what nine months 

means and I imagine that parents here will attest to the true love they 

found.   

Another good example is: Poet locked in body of contractor.”9 Our 

lives all took surprising twists and turns along the way and this one 

communicates that familiar sense of surprise that many of us feel as we 

look in the mirror and are shocked to see the person looking back at us.   

And I think we all hope to be able to finish our time on this planet with 

these six words: “I wouldn’t change it a bit.”10  

 
8 Jody Smith 
9 Marilyn Hencken 
10 Ann Paxton 
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 And, perhaps my favorite:  “I still make coffee for two.”11  My first 

expectation upon reading this was that it was written by an old woman who 

probably was reflecting on life without her newly deceased husband of 52 

years – or something like that.  But, in fact, it was written by a 27 year old, 

two weeks after his girlfriend dumped him.  

Another great excerpt from the book of 6-word memoirs was, “I 

watched a lot of television.”12  This one made me sad.  Watching Television 

is, most often a way for us to destroy time, not make the most of it.   

I have been approached by congregants in the past who have 

wrestled with what to put on the headstone of a deceased loved one.  What 

would you want written on yours?  Could any six words be enough for you 

to convince us that your life was something of significance?  The story of 

your whole life could never fit on a headstone.   

Just for fun, I went searching for the longest autobiography I could 

find and I came up with the 27 volume account of the life of Cassanova.  

Would 27 volumes even be enough to adequately describe you?  Perhaps, 

if you’ve found yourself at a funeral of late, you may have heard some rabbi 

or loved one recite the words of the popular poem by Linda Ellis called “The 

Dash”.  It draws our attention to the two dates on a headstone.  The first: 

the date of one’s birth and the second, the date of her death.  But Ellis 

reminds us that the dash between those two dates represents the sum total 

of what she did with those years she was alive.   

 
11 Zak Nelson. 
12 Adam Hirsch 
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So, what would your headstone say?  I’m giving you somewhat less 

than 27 volumes to accomplish this but a bit more than a dash – six little 

words.  The book of Proverbs teaches us: יל כִּ פָתָיו מַשְׂ ךְ שְׂ  He who – חוֹשֵׂ

curbs his tongue makes sense.13  So let us try to employ brevity to make 

some sense of our lives.  What would your six little words say?   

I don’t expect you to already have an answer!  I’ve been thinking 

about this constantly for weeks and I still don’t have my answer.  But if 

you’ve noticed me, sitting in my study, staring out the windows and 

counting with my fingers, then you probably saw me considering another 

option! 

But I’ll ask a different question:  The words you are thinking of…are 

they the way you describe yourself or the way others would describe you?  

And then, is there a discrepancy between the two?  Plenty of people have 

two sides to themselves – one that everyone sees and another that is just 

for oneself.  For most, they keep their dark self hidden…but not all… 

There is a famous Jewish story of Yossele the Holy Miser of 

Krackow.  He is wealthy and famously stingy and nasty about it.  He turns 

away all requests for assistance - the antithesis of proper usage for Jewish 

wealth.  Upon his death, all the city’s poor come to realize the amounts of 

money that have been secretly appearing under their doors every morning 

have suddenly stopped.  The community comes to understand that they 

had made terrible misjudgments about who Yossele really was.  This old, 

supposed-miser was, in fact, the greatest benefactor in the community.  

The story teaches the value of the inner self.  

 
13 Proverbs 10:19. 
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Then again, the story of the rabbi who goes missing every Yom 

Kippur morning.  Suspicious and curious, the one youth suspects him of 

some wild sort of anonymous depravity but the others are sure that he goes 

up to heaven to speak with God face-to-face.  The next Yom Kippur, two 

young spies follow him to discover that he secretly chops firewood for the 

old widow who cannot even afford to pay for it and when they return, their 

peers ask, “So, does the rabbi go up to heaven?’ and the spies reply, “If not 

higher.”  The rabbi, as muse, disappoints that child who wished for a 

discrepancy between his public and private self.   

If there is a discrepancy in your two selves, is there anything wrong 

with that?  Should there exist a parity in the way we feel about ourselves 

and the way others experience us? 

Let me ask you a different question.  If you’re starting to focus in on 

six little words to answer my challenge, are they descriptive or prescriptive?  

Do they describe you today or are they the words that you plan will 

characterize you someday?  Do you see those two sets of words as 

significantly different than each other?  If you have left much to do, how 

much time do you have? 

Rabbi Eliezer of the Mishnah, cleverly, teaches that we are to repent 

one day before our death.14  He knows that this will lead his students to the 

obvious challenge: “But I don’t know the day of my death!”  To which the 

sage responds, “Aha!  So you should repent every day just in case!”15 

 
14 m. Avot 2:10. 
15 b. Shabbat 153a. 
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You, obviously, see where I’m going with this.  This festival of the 

high holidays is a time for us to look at the discrepancies between today’s 

self and the one we hope will be represented through six little words on our 

headstones – please God, many years from now.  

The epitaph on our headstone is, by no means the only way to 

summarize the value of a life but tonight, it is our tool.  For the sake of my 

exercise, let us remain focused on proving our relevance here on the planet 

in the form of six little words. 

What would they be?  And, I know, it is not fair that I demand it of you 

and not share my own answer to the challenge so, do you want to know 

what mine would be?  OK, here it is in 6 little words: “You must email me 

yours first!” 

May the coming year be a Shanah Tovah, one of sweetness and 

health for you and for all of those who you care about.  Gut Yontiv!  

 


